
Counter Terror Training for  
Law Enforcement and Martial Arts Instructors 
 

Martial Arts has to adopt to new realities of the day  
Combating Terrorism is the new reality! 
 

Special certification and ranking for completing the Martial Counter Terror program.  
 
If someone or group entered a facility shooting or stabbing at individuals would you have a strategy  
   to even attempt saving yourself or rescuing others?   
 
Within ten feet a gun won’t help much if victim has no unarmed skills against a lunging knife attack.  
 

Combat Shooting & Apprehension-Israeli Style  

 

CSA bridges the gap between unarmed combat and tactical shooting in life and death situations. The ability to 
integrate empty hand and shooting skills means the difference between winning and dying. CSA has created 
one of the most effective practical real programs that will enable you to dodge, strike, draw, shoot, disarm and 
win at arm’s length while also fighting from great distances with alternative makeshift weapons.  
 
Learn concealment and cover techniques including the use of bulletproof shield and Distraction Device Deployment 
Learn to clear the room and respond as a team minimizing fatalities and injuries while protecting yourself legally 
Learn the when, how and why to shoot and how to perform under extreme pressure 
Learn to fire in motion using alternative weapons while multiple shooters are attacking in motion as well 
Learn how to disarm and render the terrorist into a state of advanced unconsciousness  
Learn third party protection in hostage situations, rescue and recovery 
 
Where:   Action Martial Arts Convention at the Tropicana Hotel in Atlantic City 

When:  Friday 1:15 PM – 5:15 PM   Jan. 22, 2015 

Cost: $139- Includes four hour level one seminar certification 
 Checks payable to Global Learning Services   Call: 917-916-4681 Gavriael@aol.com  
Rabbi Shihan Gary Moskowitz founder/Director - Former NYC Police Officer, Counter Terror Tactical Trainer, 7th dan Ju-Jitsu/Karate, Guest 
Instructor with Israeli Border Police’s Anti-Terror Unit, designing the first BA/MA program for Counter Terror Tactics, NRA certified as gun 
instructor and in special weapons and tactics, has been interviewed by numerous national and international media as counter terror expert. 

mailto:Gavriael@aol.com


Special Guests 

"For Special Talk Shows Like Yours!"  www.specialguests.com Phone: 630-848-0750 

SPIRITUAL SPECIAL OPS: Rabbi Exercising Gun Rights to Promote 
‘House of Worship’ Security (Guest in NY or via phone) 

As if the clear interpretation of gun rights in America couldn’t be 
more complex for citizens to debate, a new trend is now taking the 
issue inside the walls of churches and synagogues across the country, 
where more religious leaders are making the case to carry firearms—
even during service. 
 
Critics say it’s a contradiction and a shame when men of God are 
promoting violence through the exercise of gun rights. But for those 
like Rabbi Gary Moskowitz (pictured) of the Tzedek Task Force on 
Counter Terrorism, it’s the obligation of such leaders to protect their 
“flock” in a dangerous world that, unfortunately, can claim that its 

greatest present-day conflict has religious roots. 
 
“The war in Israel and the recent terror attacks in Mumbai speaks volumes to Jews and civilized people everywhere.” 
says Moskowitz, a former New York City police officer. “Make no mistake, synagogues and churches are vulnerable 
to the threat of Islamic Jihad and God would want us to defend ourselves.” 
 
Moskowitz is so certain of this threat, and his conviction and view regarding gun rights for citizens is so clear—
particularly for rabbis and priests, as well as congregation members themselves—that he has developed a House of 
Worship Security Training Certification program, through which said religious leaders can literally gain security and 
first-responder skills. 
 
So, honestly, how great is this terrorist threat to American synagogues and churches? Rabbi Moskowitz can explain 
from firsthand experience.  
 
Why can’t police forces protect these houses of worship? Moskowitz can provide exactly ten reasons why.  
 
And, in the face of all this, how critical is the ongoing gun rights fight on Capitol Hill? On behalf of the Gun Owners 
of America (GOA), the Rabbi Moskowitz would be honored to be a guest on your show to get after the real heart of 
this issue.  
 
ABOUT YOUR EXPERT GUEST, RABBI GARY MOSKOWITZ:  917-916-4681 www.ajsecuritycouncil.com  
• Former NYPD Police Officer, Investigator and Trainer  • Authoring Book: Fighting Terror: Keeping the World Safe 
• Member—American Association of Law Enforcement Trainers 
• NRA certified in Special Weapons and Tactics               • Licensed private investigato 
• Chief Instructor in CSA (Combat Shooting and Apprehension)  
• Counter Terror Operations Trainer                                  • TV Show Producer/Host—Town Hall on Terrorism 
• 7th Degree Black Belt in both Karate and Ju-Jitsu          • Counter Terror Operations Trainer 
• Former Guest Instructor/Trainer for the Israeli Anti-Terror Unit of the Border Police—YOMAM                               
• Consultant for CNN Radio for several years on Issues of Homeland Security/Terrorism and Israel  

To schedule an interview with GARY MOSKOWITZ, gavriael@aol.com 917-916-4681                     
www.ajsecuritycouncil.com   
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